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key technical challenge for smart weapon developers is the
esign of appropriate control mechanisms that provide sufficient
ontrol authority to enable correction of typical trajectory errors
hile not excessively burdening the overall weapon design. The
ork reported here considers a rotating mass unbalance control
echanism, created by radial orientation of an internal part. To

nvestigate the potential of this control mechanism, a seven
egree-of-freedom flight dynamic model of a projectile, equipped
ith an internal part is defined. Using this dynamic model it is

hown that by holding the internal part fixed with respect to a
onrolling reference frame, predictable trajectory changes are
enerated including predictable impact point changes. As ex-
ected, when unbalance-offset distance, or mass is increased, con-
rol authority increases proportionally. This control mechanism
reates impact point changes that are the same order of magni-
ude as dispersion caused by errors induced at launch and in
ight. Control authority is significantly altered with changing pro-
ectile characteristics, such as, the mass center location, pitch
nertia, yaw inertia, aerodynamic drag, and aerodynamic normal
orce. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2363205�

ntroduction
As the range of uncontrolled weapons is increased, a side effect

s a concomitant increase in impact point dispersion. To statisti-
ally neutralize a target, the number of rounds to be fired by a
onventional weapons system is directly proportional to the im-
act point dispersion of the system. Thus, the price to pay for
ncreased projectile range is firing more rounds at the target �1,2�.
o circumvent this basic limitation of conventional weapon sys-

ems, designers are considering employing active control technol-
gy to simultaneously enable both increased range and decreased
ispersion for future systems. A key component of a smart pro-
ectile is the control mechanism. The control mechanism must be
apable of altering the trajectory of the projectile in such a way
hat impact point errors induced at launch and in flight can be
orrected. At the same time, the control mechanism must be rug-
ed to withstand high acceleration loads at launch, small so that
ayload space is not compromised, and inexpensive for cost con-
iderations.

Current projectile control mechanisms include configurations
apable of manipulating aerodynamic loads, generating jet thrust,
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and altering inertial loads on the body. Examples of aerodynamic
control mechanisms include rotation of aerodynamic lifting sur-
face appendages, deflection of the nose, and deflection of ram air
to side ports. Examples of jet thrust control mechanisms include
gas jet thrusters, and explosive thrusters. Examples of inertial con-
trol mechanisms include internal translation of a control mass and
internal rotation of an unbalanced part.

Many conventional uncontrolled projectile configurations con-
tain internal parts that move slightly in flight. For example, sub-
munitions deployed from indirect fire projectiles are keyed into
place inside the round, however, small relative motion occurs.
Also, fuse mechanisms used on some indirect fire ammunition
employ a rotor that is permitted to move slightly with respect to
the main projectile body. Although seemingly insignificant from a
dynamic modeling perspective, small mass unbalances in these
configurations can induce instability of the round as a whole typi-
fied in flight by a large loss in range and large spin decay. For this
reason, several researchers have investigated dynamic stability of
projectiles with moving internal components �3�. Soper �4� evalu-
ated the stability of a spinning projectile that contains a cylindrical
mass fitted loosely into a cylindrical cavity. Using a similar geo-
metric configuration, Murphy �5� developed a quasilinear solution
for a projectile with an internal moving part. Later, D’Amico �6�
performed a detailed series of experiments where a projectile with
a loose internal part was driven by the rotor of a freely gimbaled
gyroscope. Hodapp �7� expanded the work of Soper �4� and Mur-
phy �5� by considering a projectile configuration with a partially
restrained internal member with a mass center offset.

Some new projectile configurations are designed with sizable
moving parts that are fundamental to the operation of the projec-
tile. For example, the gimbal nose projectile configuration mounts
the nose section on a gimbal joint so that the nose is capable of
rotating freely with respect to the main body of the projectile.
Several investigations have evaluated the potential of the gimbal
nose concept to be used as a control mechanism and a means to
reduce dispersion �8–10�. Another example of a multiple compo-
nent configuration is the dual-spin projectile which consists of
forward and aft sections connected through a bearing allowing
different spin rates for each section. The utility of the configura-
tion has emerged for guided spin stabilized rounds where the con-
trol mechanism is isolated from the rapidly rotating main body
�11–13�.

The work reported here evaluates control authority of fin-
stabilized and spin-stabilized projectiles equipped with an internal
part that can be controlled to an arbitrary roll orientation. At
launch, the part is assumed to be symmetric, and located on the
projectile axis of symmetry in order to avoid trajectory changes
due to lateral throw-off. Before the control mechanism is de-
ployed, it is rotated to the desired roll orientation. The unbalance
is subsequently deployed yielding an unbalanced configuration.
By holding the part in different roll orientations with respect to a
nonrolling reference frame, predictable trajectory changes occur,
suggesting a potential control mechanism. The effects of varying
inertia and aerodynamic properties of a nominal rigid projectile
are studied. The paper begins with the description of a seven-
degree of freedom flight dynamic model used for trajectory pre-
dictions along with the description of a flight control system to
track commanded roll orientation of the part. The model is subse-
quently employed to predict control authority of exemplary fin-
stabilized and spin-stabilized projectiles and of the same projec-
tiles modified such that their inertia and aerodynamic properties
are more responsive to control. Control authority versus the radial
offset, activation time, mass of unbalance, and system velocity, is
documented.

Internal Part Projectile Dynamic Model
A modified projectile containing an internal part and a mecha-

nism capable of actively controlling the angular position of that

part about its axle is considered as shown in Fig. 1. The modified
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rojectile is identified simply as the projectile and its center of
ass is identified by the point “P.” The projectile �P� and the

nternal part �D� are both rigid bodies, connected at an arbitrary
oint �C�. The motion of the part is constrained to rotate about its
xle. Figure 1 shows the relative locations of the centers of mass
or the projectile, part, and initially symmetrical system �S�. The
athematical model describing the motion of the system allows

or seven rigid-body degrees of freedom. Three translational and
hree rotational degrees of freedom are used to describe the mo-
ion of the main body and one rotational degree of freedom is used
o describe the angular motion of the part with respect to the

odified projectile body. In order to develop the dynamic equa-
ions of motion for these seven degrees of freedom, three separate
eference frames are used as shown in Fig. 1. The ground surface
s used as an inertial reference frame with KI positive down. A
ody frame is fixed on the projectile at the system reference point
ith IP positive out the nose of the projectile. Another body frame

s fixed on the internal moving part at the center of the part and
xle joint, such that ID lies along the axle of the part. The part is
onsidered attached to the axle, and the axle affixed to an actuator
echanism that is rigidly attached to the projectile. The part body

rame is initially coincident with the projectile body frame and is
riented with respect to the projectile body through the rotation
ngle �D.

Applying the projectile body frame to inertial frame transfor-
ation to the mass center velocity vector yields the translational

inematic differential equations,

� ẋ

ẏ

ż
� = TP�u

v

w
� �1�

TP = �c�c� s�s�c� − c�s� c�s�c� + s�s�

c�s� s�s�s� + c�c� c�s�s� − s�c�

− s� s�c� c�c�

� �2�

quating the angular velocity components, using Euler angle time
erivatives and body frame angular velocity components yields

Fig. 1 Example system configuration
he rotation kinematic differential equations,
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�
�̇

�̇

�̇

�̇D

� = �
1 s�t� c�t� 0

0 c� − s� 0

0 s�/c� c�/c� 0

0 0 0 1
��

p

q

r

�
� �3�

The kinematic differential equations define seven of the 14 dy-
namic equations needed to describe the trajectory of the states.
The remaining seven differential equations are derived by separat-
ing the two-body system at the part axle connection point and
considering the reaction forces and moments associated with each
individual body. A constraint force FR and a constraint moment
MR applied at the connection point C couple the part and projec-
tile bodies. Axial moments, T and MF, due to torque generated by
the controlling mechanism and bearing friction are applied to the
bodies. The projectile body is also acted on by aerodynamic
forces, FA and aerodynamic moments, MA. The translational dy-
namic equations of motion for each body are given in Eqs. �4� and
�5�,

mDaD/I = FR + WD �4�

mPaP/I = − FR + WP + FA �5�

Summing Eqs. �4� and �5� eliminates the reaction force and yields
the translational dynamic equation of motion describing the accel-
eration of the center of mass of the two-body system. When ex-
pressed in component form in the projectile body frame it yields
three translational kinetic differential equations.

mPaP/I + mDaD/I = WD + WP + FA �6�

The acceleration of the mass center of the projectile aP/I is ex-
pressed in terms of the acceleration of the stationary system ref-
erence point, S, by applying the formula for two points fixed on a
rigid body from the stationary system reference point to the pro-
jectile mass center,

aP/I = aS/I + �P/I � rS→P + �P/I � ��P/I � rS→P� �7�

where

aS/I =
PdVS/I

dt
+ �P/I � VS/I �8�

The acceleration of the mass center of the part aD/I is expressed in
terms of the acceleration of the stationary system reference point,
S, by applying the formula for two points fixed on a rigid body
from the stationary system reference point to the connection joint
C, and again from the connection joint to the part mass center D,

aD/I = aS/I + �P/I � rS→C + �P/I � ��P/I � rS→C� + �D/I � rC→D

+ �D/I � ��D/I � rC→D� �9�

The angular accelerations with respect to the inertial frame of the
projectile body, �P/I, and the part body, �D/I, is found by taking
the derivatives of the respective angular velocities,

�P/I =
Pd�P/I

dt
+ �P/I � �P/I =

Pd�P/I

dt
�10�

�D/I =
Pd�P/I

dt
+

Pd�D/P

dt
+ �P/I � �D/P �11�

Summing the moments acting on the part about the connection
point C yields the rotational equation of motion for the part body.
The rotational dynamic equation of motion for the projectile body
is found by summing the moments about the projectile mass cen-
ter,

IdHD/I + rC→D � aD/I = T + MR + rC→D � WD − MF �12�

dt
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IdHP/I

dt
= MA − T − MR − rP→C � FR + MF �13�

umming Eqs. �12� and �13� eliminates the reaction moments and
orms the rotational dynamic equation of motion for the two-body
ystem. This equation yields three rotational kinetic differential
quations. In component form it is expressed in the projectile
ody frame,
IdHP/I

dt
+

IdHD/I

dt
= MA − rC→D � aD/I − rP→C � FR + rC→D � WD

�14�
he constraint force is obtained by subtracting Eq. �5� from Eq.

4�,

FR = 	aD/I − aP/I +
FA

mP

	 mDmP

mD + mP

 �15�

he aerodynamic loads FA and moments MA exerted on the pro-
ectile body in the above equations are found using standard aero-
ynamic theory for projectiles �14�.

The derivatives of angular momentum of the bodies are given
n Eqs. �16� and �17�

IdHD/I

dt
=

PdHD/I

dt
+ �P/I � HD/I �16�

IdHP/I

dt
=

PdHP/I

dt
+ �P/I � HP/I �17�

he final kinetic differential equation is found by summing the
xial moments acting on the part. This is accomplished by dotting
ach term of the rotational dynamic equation of motion of the part
ody with the unit vector ID of the disk body frame. An axle joint
annot support an axial constraint moment, and therefore the re-
ction moment MR does not appear in the equation,

ID ·
IdHD/I

dt
+ ID · �rC→D � aD/I� = ID · T + ID · �rC→D � WD� − MF

�18�

The independent state variables, x, y, z, �, �, �, and �D, are
efined by the kinematic differential equations. The variables u, v,
, p, q, r, and � are chosen for the remaining seven states vari-
bles where �u ,v ,w� are the projectile body frame components of
he composite body mass center with respect to an inertial frame,
p ,q ,r� are the projectile body frame components of the angular
elocity of the projectile relative to an inertial frame, and � is the
pin rate of the rotating internal part relative to the projectile body.
he seven kinetic differential equations are found by expressing

he dynamic equations of motion given by Eqs. �6�, �14�, and �18�
n component form.

rojectile and Two-Body System Mass and Inertia
roperties
To properly compare the effects on the trajectory of a projectile

ontaining an asymmetrical internal part to that of a rigid projec-
ile, special consideration is given to the formulation of the sys-
em’s mass and inertial properties. The total mass and inertia prop-
rties of the two-component system are held constant at values
qual to that of a baseline rigid projectile. A disk-shaped mass,
ocated on the axis of symmetry of the baseline rigid projectile, is
emoved. The removed mass is equal to that of the internal part
nd the resulting mass and inertia properties of the baseline rigid
rojectile are appropriately modified. The internal part is then
dded to the projectile such that if the internal part were held fixed
ith respect to the projectile body the combined masses produce
ass and inertia properties for the two-body system that are iden-
ical to the baseline rigid projectile. The reference point, “S,” is

ournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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taken as the center of mass of the baseline rigid projectile and is
fixed at an equivalent location on the modified projectile. The
original baseline projectile is called the nominal rigid projectile in
the results section.

Unbalanced Part Roll Control
For a gun-launched weapon, acceleration at the muzzle exit is

sufficiently large to prevent proper operation of the on-board CPU
until slightly after launch, as well as prevent relative motion be-
tween the projectile and internal part. If the internal part is later-
ally offset from the projectile axis of symmetry at the time of
firing the two-body system is equivalent to a statically unbalanced
projectile. A statically unbalanced projectile while traveling down
a rifled gun barrel is mechanically constrained to rotate about its
geometric center of form. At the muzzle of the gun, the mechani-
cal constraint provided by the barrel is suddenly removed, and the
initial conditions of the free-flight trajectory are dependent on the
spin rate, the lateral offset of the center of mass, and the roll
orientation angle of the center of mass. The effect of a lateral
center-of-mass offset, or static unbalance is to change the initial
direction of the trajectory of a spin-stabilized projectile at the gun
muzzle �15�. Exterior ballisticians commonly refer to this effect as
lateral throw-off. Internal part offset from the projectile axis of
symmetry at launch results in unpredictable changes in the trajec-
tory because roll angle of the mass center is not practically con-
trollable at the muzzle. To avoid lateral throw-off effects, the in-
ternal part’s center of mass is located on the projectile axis of
symmetry, and the part is symmetric and not spinning relative to
the projectile. After the system exits the muzzle the control-
processing unit is powered on and a small amount of time is
allowed to elapse in order for the system to warm up. The sym-
metric part is controlled to the desired roll orientation relative to a
nonrolling reference frame, reformed as an asymmetrical part, and
offset from the axis of symmetry inducing a stationary mass un-
balance in the two-body system.

A proportional-plus-derivative controller is used to control the
unbalance part relative to the nonrolling reference frame. Equa-
tion �19� provides an expression for the roll angle error that cir-
cumvents problems with angle wrapping,

�E = tan−1	 s�J
c�C

− c�J
s�C

c�J
c�C

+ s�J
s�C


 �19�

Control of the error is maintained by applying an axial torque T.
The main mechanism for steering the system is a moment pro-

duced by axial drag about the composite body center of mass that
is created by positioning the part in a fixed orientation relative to
the nonrolling reference frame attached to the projectile body.
This moment causes a fin-stabilized system to swerve in the same
direction of the resulting yawing motion. However, for a spin-
stabilized system, the swerve is approximately 180 deg out of
phase with the initial direction of the yaw due to the gyroscopic
effects inherent in a spinning projectile. Thus, positioning the part
to the right of the projectile centerline will cause a spin-stabilized
system to swerve to the right and up.

Results
To generate trajectories, and resulting impact data, the fourteen

differential equations described above are numerically integrated
using a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm. In order to validate
the dynamic model, trajectory results were generated for the spe-
cial case of a symmetric disk mounted on the axis of symmetry of
the projectile. Bearing friction was set sufficiently large so that
relative motion between the disk and projectile was negligible,
hence mimicking a rigid projectile. These trajectory results com-
pared favorably with a well-known rigid 6 DOF model driven by

the same configuration data.
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Mass, Inertia, and Aerodynamic Properties. Consideration is
iven to modifying the mass and inertia properties of the nominal
igid projectile such that it is fundamentally less stable than that of
n exemplary fin-stabilized or spin-stabilized projectile. This
odification is conducted to demonstrate the increased control

uthority achieved through destabilization of a nominal rigid pro-
ectile. Removing mass from the nominal rigid projectile and re-
lacing it at a different location along the station line alters the
ass and inertia properties. For a spin-stabilized projectile, this
odification shifts the nominal rigid projectile center of mass for-
ard and closer to the aerodynamic center of pressure and de-

reases the resistance to rotation about the JP and KP projectile
ody axes, while maintaining the nominal rigid projectile mass.
or a fin-stabilized projectile, the nominal rigid projectile center
f mass is shifted aft and closer to the aerodynamic center of
ressure. The 7-DOF two-body system constructed with a nominal
rojectile is called the nominal two-body system and the 7-DOF
wo-body system constructed with a modified less stable projectile
s called the modified two-body system. Consideration is also
iven to increasing the drag and lift on a modified and nominal
ystem to further emphasize the increased control authority that is
chieved by coupling this type of mechanism with nonstandard
unition designs. These systems are called the modified drag sys-

em and the nominal drag system.

Table 1 System characte

in-Stabilized Systems

ommon System Parameters
eight 120.020 N

ength 137.16 cm
eference Diameter 6.99 cm

ominal System
enter of Mass Location
tation Line Distance 76.20 cm
utt Line Distance 0.00 cm
ater Line Distance 0.00 cm

rojectile Moments of Inertia
oll Inertia 2.5E−2 kg m2

itch Inertia 6.00 kg m2

aw Inertia 6.00 kg m2

odified System
enter of Mass Location
tation Line Distance 46.22 cm
utt Line Distance 0.00 cm
ater Line Distance 0.00 cm

rojectile Moments of Inertia
oll Inertia 2.5E−2 kg m2

itch Inertia 9.95 kg m2

aw Inertia 9.95 kg m2

odified Drag System
erodynamic Properties
rag Increased 30%
ift N/A

nternal Part
emicylinder R=3.18 cm, L=10.16 cm
eight 17.79 N
enter of Mass Offset Dist. 1.35 cm

light Conditions
oll Angle: 0 deg, Pitch Angle: 3 deg, Yaw Angle 0 deg
oll Rate: 50 rad/s, Pitch\Yaw Rate: 0.00 rad/s
elocity: Forward 350.52 m/s, Side: 0.00 rad/s
art Control Initiation Time 0.5 s
echanism Deployment Time 1.5 s

art Command Angles 0 deg: 10 deg: 360 deg
Fin-Stabilized Projectile. In order to determine the effects of

008 / Vol. 128, DECEMBER 2006
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using an internal part as a control mechanism for a fin-stabilized
projectile the flight characteristics of a nominal, modified, and
modified drag fin-stabilized system were simulated and compared
to the flight characteristics of a standard rigid fin-stabilized pro-
jectile. The fin-stabilized system characteristics and initial flight
conditions are shown in Table 1.

Rigid Fin-Stabilized Projectile Typical Trajectory. A rigid fin-
stabilized rocket, given an initial 350.52 m/s forward velocity and
a 50 rad/s roll rate, launched at an altitude of 500 m and a pitch
angle of 3 deg, reaches a vertical plane target 3000 m away in
approximately 11.5 s. The rocket’s spin reverses direction in the
initial 0.25 s of flight, and averages out at about −75 rad/s for the
remainder of the flight. Its forward velocity decreases to approxi-
mately 225 m/s and it swerves less than 0.1 m laterally. A rigid
fin-stabilized rocket impacts the target with an angle of attack that
is less than 0.05 deg �see Figs. 2 and 3�.

A typical part orientation angle time history for a commanded
angle of 0.0 deg relative to the no-roll frame is shown in Fig. 4.
When control is initiated at 0.5 s, torque is applied to the part
causing it to rotate in a direction opposite to that of the projectile.
The applied torque acts on the projectile in an equal and opposite
direction causing it to spin down. Once control is implemented it
takes approximately 0.2 s to reduce the roll rate of the part to less

tics and flight conditions

Spin-Stabilized Systems

Common System Parameters
Weight 422.00 N
Length 86.26 cm
Reference Diameter 15.54 cm

Nominal System
Center of Mass Location
Station Line Distance 32.00 cm
Butt Line Distance 0.00 cm
Water Line Distance 0.00 cm
Projectile Moments of Inertia
Roll Inertia 0.48 kg m2

Pitch Inertia 6.21 kg m2

Yaw Inertia 6.21 kg m2

Modified System
Center of Mass Location
Station Line Distance 62.00 cm
Butt Line Distance 0.00 cm
Water Line Distance 0.00 cm
Projectile Moments of Inertia
Roll Inertia 0.61 kg m2

Pitch Inertia 5.35 kg m2

Yaw Inertia 5.35 kg m2

Modified Drag System
Aerodynamic Properties
Drag Increased 30%
Lift Increased 30%

Internal Part
Semicylinder R=6.35, L=6.35
Weight 44.91 N
Center of Mass Offset Dist. 2.69 cm

Flight Conditions
Roll Angle: 0 deg, Pitch Angle: 30 deg, Yaw Angle 0 deg
Roll Rate: 1675 rad/s, Pitch\Yaw Rate: 0 rad/s
Velocity: Forward 838.20 m/s, Side: 0.00 rad/s
Part Control Initiation Time 2.0 s
Mechanism Deployment Time 6.0 s
Part Command Angles 0 deg: 10 deg: 360 deg
ris
than 1 rad/s, and another 0.8 s to control the roll orientation of
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he symmetrical part to the desired angle relative to the non-
olling reference frame as shown in Fig. 4. The maximum torque
equired to reduce the spin rate to less than 1 rad/s is approxi-
ately 0.30 N m as shown in Fig. 5. Once the roll rate of the part

s reduced, and reformed asymmetrically at an offset from the
rojectile axis of symmetry, approximately half the maximum
orque is necessary to control the disk at a specified angle.

Fin-Stabilized Projectile Control Authority. In order to evaluate
ontrol authority size and shape, vertical plane dispersion patterns
re shown in Fig. 2 for different part command angles. Control
uthority is defined as the dispersion pattern created by the set of
mpact points. Control authority is shown for the nominal and

odified two-body systems and for the nominal and modified
wo-body systems with 30% increased axial drag. For this study
he orientation of the mass unbalance is controlled at angles from

to 360 deg in increments of 10 deg and impact points are plot-
ed with respect to the impact points of similar uncontrolled sys-
ems. Predictable dispersion patterns are achieved for given mass
nbalance orientation angles. Moreover, increased control author-
ty is achieved by modifying the mass, inertia and aerodynamic
roperties of a rigid projectile such that it is fundamentally less
table than that of a typical fin stabilized projectile.

Fin-Stabilized Projectile Velocity Effects. In order to evaluate
he effect that velocity has on a system containing an internal part,
ispersion patterns were generated for a range of launch velocities
f a modified fin-stabilized system fired at a pitch angle of 3 deg
rom an altitude of 3000 m at a target 3000 m down range. The
ffects of varying velocity are isolated from the time at which the
nternal mechanism is deployed by reforming the part asymmetri-
ally at the same range �762 m� for each of the velocities. The
adial mean of dispersion was calculated from the impact points
enerated by simulating the trajectories of the modified fin-
tabilized system equipped with a semicylindrical part controlled
t angles from 0 to 360 deg in increments of 10 deg. The radial
ean of dispersion and average station line distance from the

enter of pressure to the system center of mass is plotted versus
verage velocity in Fig. 3. The increase in control authority at
ower velocities is due to the fact that fin-stabilized systems usu-
lly become less stable at lower velocities, and therefore pertur-
ation due to the axial drag induced moment results in a greater
ncrease in yaw and consequently dispersion. The decrease in sta-
ility is a result of the Mach number dependent station line center
f pressure approaching the system station line center of mass at
ower velocity. This observable fact is shown in Fig. 3 where

Fig. 2 Fin-stabilized system part roll angle time histories
verage station line distance from the center of pressure to the

ournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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system station line center of mass is plotted versus velocity on the
right-hand side of the graph. Consequences of increasing disper-
sion by lowering velocity are an increase in time to target and a
loss in altitude.

Spin-Stabilized Projectile. In order to determine the effects of
using an internal part as a control mechanism for a spin-stabilized
projectile the flight characteristics of a nominal, modified, and
modified drag fin-stabilized system were simulated and compared
to the flight characteristics of a similar rigid spin-stabilized pro-
jectile. The spin-stabilized system characteristics and initial flight
conditions are shown in Table 1.

Rigid Spin-Stabilized Projectile Typical Trajectory. A typical
rigid spin-stabilized projectile, given an initial 838.20 m/s for-
ward velocity and a 1674.00 rad/s roll rate, launched at a pitch
angle of 30 deg, climbs to an altitude of approximately 4500 m
impacting the ground approximately 60 s later at a distance of
approximately 22 km downrange. Forward velocity decreases to
approximately 300 m/s at the flight apex and then increases to
approximately 320 m/s at the time of impact. Roll rate of the
rigid projectile decreases over time to approximately 1100 rad/s
at impact. The angle of attack approaches 0.7 deg at the apex and
then diminishes to approximately 0.2 deg at impact.

Spin-Stabilized Projectile Control Authority. In order to evalu-
ate the effect that controlling the orientation of the mass unbal-
ance at different angles has on a spin-stabilized system, dispersion
patterns shown in Fig. 6 are generated for the nominal, modified,
and modified drag, two-body spin-stabilized systems. As in the
fin-stabilized study the orientation of the mass unbalance is con-
trolled at angles from 0 to 360 deg in increments of 10 deg.
Ground impact points are plotted with respect to the impact points
of a similar rigid projectile. The patterns are laterally shifted about
the rigid projectile impact points because of the increased roll
rates of the controlled systems. These axial torque induced roll
rates produce Magnus forces that cause the controlled systems to
swerve more laterally. Figure 6 is significant in the fact that it
shows that predictable dispersion patterns are achieved for given
mass unbalance orientation angles for a spin-stabilized system as
well as for a fin-stabilized system. Increased control authority is
also achieved with a spin-stabilized system by modifying the in-
ertia and aerodynamic properties of the nominal rigid projectile
such that it is fundamentally less stable than that of a typical spin
stabilized projectile. Altering the aerodynamic properties changes
the dynamics of the system such that the impact points for given
angles are out of phase with the impact points generated from the
same angles of a nonaerodynamically altered system.

Indirect Fire Weapon Pitch Angle Sensitivity. Figure 7 shows
the dispersion patterns for a nominal spin-stabilized system fired
at quadrant elevations of 15 deg, 30 deg, and 45 deg. Range con-
trol of an internal part control mechanism is limited in indirect fire
weapons by the angle of fire. Changes in cross range are propor-
tional to the quadrant elevation of the muzzle, however changes in
range are sensitive to the pitch angle of the projectile. For a sys-
tem fired at a quadrant elevation of 50 deg, any change in pitch
angle affected by the internal mechanism produces very little
change in range.

Part Mass and Offset Distance Effects. The effect of increas-
ing part mass or increasing the distance the part center of mass is
offset from the projectile axis of symmetry acts to increase control
authority. However, the size and shape of the part is constrained
by the size and shape of the projectile that it is contained within.
A study was conducted in which material was removed in increas-
ing radial amounts �as shown in Fig. 8� from a disk shaped part
contained in a modified fin-stabilized system. Removing material
from the disk results in a trade-off between increased mass center
offset distance and decreased part mass. The radial mean of dis-

persion was calculated from the impact points generated by simu-
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ating the trajectories of a modified fin-stabilized system equipped
ith the various parts controlled at angles from 0 to 360 deg in

ncrements of 10 deg. By generating the dispersion patterns and
alculating the radial mean it is shown in Fig. 9 that control au-
hority is linearly proportional to the mass of the part times the
adial offset of the part center of mass.

Mechanism Activation Time. In order to evaluate the effect
hat mechanism activation time has on control authority, disper-
ion patterns are shown for a modified spin-stabilized system fired
t a quadrant elevation of 30 deg with nominal initial conditions.
he allowable control torque was specified to be unlimited and the

eformation time of the part was varied. The resulting radial mean
f dispersion is plotted versus the part reformation time in Fig. 10.
or an ideal system in which control torque is unlimited and the
art is considered controlled at the desired orientation at firing,

Fig. 3 Fin-stabilized system control torque

ig. 4 Control authority of fin stabilized projectile „launch

ngle=3 deg…
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control authority achieved is greatly increased to a value of ap-
proximately 380 m. The amount of dispersion is greatly reduced
as the time of part reformation is increased.

Conclusions
A seven-degree of freedom flight dynamic model is docu-

mented and subsequently used for trajectory predictions of fin-
stabilized and spin-stabilized projectiles equipped with internal
unbalanced rotating parts. It is shown that holding the unbalanced
part in a fixed roll orientation with respect to the no-roll reference
frame causes predictable trajectory changes with respect to an
uncontrolled system including predictable impact point changes.
The main mechanism for steering the projectile is a moment pro-
duced by axial drag about the composite body center of mass that
is created by positioning the part in a fixed roll orientation. Con-
trol authority for both types of systems is shown to increase pro-
portionally as the multiplicative value of unbalance-offset distance
times part mass is increased. The amount of control authority

Fig. 5 Fin-stabilized dispersion and average station line dis-
tance versus average velocity

Fig. 6 Control authority of spin stabilized projectile „launch

angle=30 deg…
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chieved is greatly increased the earlier in flight that control is
nitiated. Fin-stabilized system control authority is increased with
ower average flight velocity, while spin-stabilized system control
uthority is increased with higher average flight velocity. The ef-
ect of decreasing or increasing the velocity in the appropriate
ystem is to destabilize the projectile by moving the center of
ressure closer to the center of mass such that it is more respon-
ive to perturbations caused by axial drag induced moments. It
hould be noted that range control of an internal part control
echanism is limited in indirect fire weapons by the angle of fire.
hanges in cross range are proportional to the quadrant elevation
f the muzzle, however changes in range are sensitive to the pitch
ngle of the projectile. Significant increases in control authority
re achieved when the control mechanism is combined with a
asic projectile that is fundamentally less stable than current stan-
ard off-the-shelf weapons.

omenclature
aD/I � acceleration of unbalanced part mass center

with respect to an inertial frame
aP/I � acceleration of projectile mass center with re-

spect to an inertial frame
aS/I � acceleration of stationary system reference

point with respect to an inertial frame

ig. 7 Control authority for nominal spin stabilized system
launch angle=15 deg, 30 deg, and 45 deg…
Fig. 8 Part mass removal configuration

ournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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�D/I � angular acceleration of unbalanced part with
respect to an inertial frame

�P/I � angular acceleration of projectile with respect
to an inertial frame

FA � projectile aerodynamic forces
FR � joint reaction force

HP/I � angular momentum of the projectile with re-
spect to an inertial frame

HD/I � angular momentum of the unbalanced part with
respect to an inertial frame

Cdh /dt � general notation for time derivative of vector h
observed from reference frame C

Id /dt � indicates inertial frame time derivative
IP � mass moment of inertia of the projectile about

its mass center
ID � mass moment of inertia of the unbalanced part

about its mass center
IC ,JC ,KC � control reference frame unit vectors
ID ,JD ,KD � unbalanced part frame unit vectors

II ,JI ,KI � inertial frame unit vectors
IN ,JN ,KN � no-roll frame unit vectors

Fig. 9 Control authority versus part mass times part mass
center offset

Fig. 10 Spin-stabilized dispersion versus time of part

reformation
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IP ,JP ,KP � projectile frame unit vectors
LA ,MA ,NA � total aerodynamic moment components ex-

pressed in the projectile body frame
MA � total aerodynamic moment expressed in the

projectile body frame
MF � bearing moment due to viscous friction ex-

pressed in the projectile body frame
MR � bearing reaction moment expressed in the pro-

jectile body frame
mD � unbalanced part body mass
mP � projectile mass

Pd /dt � indicates projectile body frame time derivative
p ,q ,r � roll, pitch, and yaw components of the angular

velocity vector of the projectile with respect to
an inertial frame expressed in the projectile
body frame

�C � commanded control angle
�E � control angle error
�J � part orientation angle

� ,� ,� � Euler roll, pitch, and yaw angles of projectile
rC→D � distance from internal part axle connection

point to unbalanced part center of mass
rP→A � distance vector from projectile center of mass

to center of pressure
rP→C � distance vector from projectile center of mass

to unbalanced part axle connection point
rP→D � distance vector from projectile center of mass

to unbalanced part center of mass
rP→M � distance vector from projectile center of mass

to center of Magnus force
rS→P � distance vector from stationary system refer-

ence point to projectile center of mass
rS→C � distance vector from stationary system refer-

ence point to unbalanced part axle connection
point

T � control torque vector
TP � transformation matrix from the projectile body

frame to the inertial frame
TD � transformation matrix from the part body

frame to the projectile body frame
u ,v ,w � translational velocity components of projectile

center of mass resolved in the projectile body
frame

VS/I � velocity of stationary system reference point
with respect to the inertial frame

WD � weight vector of part body
WP � weight vector of projectile body
WD � unbalanced part weight
WP � projectile body weight

� � unbalanced part spin rate relative to the projec-
tile body angular velocity resolved in the un-
balanced part frame
012 / Vol. 128, DECEMBER 2006
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�D/I � angular velocity of unbalanced part with re-
spect to the inertial frame

�D/P � angular velocity of unbalanced part with re-
spect to the projectile body frame

�P/I � angular velocity of projectile body with respect
to the inertial frame

XA ,YA ,ZA � total aerodynamic force components expressed
in the projectile body frame

x ,y ,z � position components of the projectile center of
mass expressed in the inertial frame

xCD ,yCD ,zCD � unbalanced part frame components of distance
from part axle connection point to part center
of mass expressed in the unbalanced part
frame

xPC ,yPC ,zPC � projectile body frame components of distance
from projectile center of mass to part axle con-
nection point expressed in the projectile body
frame
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